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Why This CRE Industry Challenge is Unprecedented…
and Why Commercial Landlords

and Tenants Should Care

“Unlike past economic challenges, COVID-19 is having an immediate and
widespread impact on the CRE industry across the globe.

…

As a rule of thumb, the [CRE] industry has historically lagged the broader
economy by six months in terms of experiencing the effects. But the
expansiveness, depth, and unprecedented reach of this pandemic has started
impacting the CRE industry much sooner.

…

Rather than the typical lag, the CRE industry was affected immediately. This was
because trade activities and occupiers’ businesses were shut down.”

Deloitte

New Challenges Demand New Solutions

New Challenge: Quick
evictions difficult due to
orders, laws, court closures

New Solution: New Mindset

SEEK BEST COMPROMISE
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The Problem

Tenants: Are facing
unprecedented and
unanticipated economic hardship
and uncertainty, yet are still
obligated to pay rent and are
fighting for the very existence of
their business.

Landlords: Are facing
unprecedented and
unanticipated economic hardship
and uncertainty, rent defaults,
economic hardship and
uncertainty, yet are still obligated
to pay their mortgage and
building expenses and are not in a
position to become effectively a
lender to their delinquent
tenants.

Our Purpose:
To Educate and Provide An Action Plan

• For Landlords

• For Tenants

• Pre-Negotiation

• Negotiation

• Documentation of
Solution
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What’s New

 Coronavirus infections and death rate in California have risen sharply in the last
month

 Many commercial tenants’ PPP and other financial relief has been exhausted

 Governor Gavin Newsom’s order on July 13 closing indoor operations STATEWIDE
for a variety of commercial businesses

 An even more restrictive order affecting businesses in Marin County and 29 other
California counties

 State to operate with a “dimmer switch” to modify restrictions as needed

Covid19.ca.gov/roadmap-counties/
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Covid19.ca.gov/industry-guidance/#top
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COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES
FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

Marin County Bar Association
Real Estate Section

July 16, 2020

Philip R. Diamond, Esq.
(415) 492-3341
philipdiamond@comcast.net
phil@diamonddisputeresolution.com
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• What if tenant stops paying rent (or says it’s
about to)?

• Commercial lease disputes and mediation
• Is there insurance available for lost rental

income?
• Can I lease my commercial property during the

COVID-19 crisis?
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INTRODUCTION

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Non-residential only

• Many areas of uncertainty

• These are judgment calls

• We are not giving legal advice

WHAT IF TENANT STOPS PAYING RENT?

Preliminary Considerations

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Get lawyer involved early on
• Gather all documents (lease, loan, vendor contracts,

financials, etc.)
• Evaluate contractual obligations (monetary, non-

monetary)
• Develop best/worst case, mid-ground projections
• Get Pre-negotiation Agreement with tenant
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WHAT IF TENANT STOPS PAYING RENT?

Analysis

• What does the lease provide?
• What are tenant’s rights?

• Force majeure?
• Impossibility/impracticability of performance (Civil Code Sec.s 1441, 1511)?

• What are your rights?

• Terminate and sue?
• Collect rent when due?

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• What are your legal rights under State and local Coronavirus Orders?
• Local ban on commercial evictions?
• Are the courts open for you?

• No unlawful detainer summonses may be issued

WHAT IF TENANT STOPS PAYING RENT?

Analysis (cont’d)

• Practical difficulties of getting another tenant in place?

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Do you want to preserve the relationship? If
yes:

• Work with tenant toward creative solution
• Get tenant’s financials
• Full or partial abatement/deferral

• Multiple options for duration
• Multiple options for repayment

• Get it properly documented

• Coordinate with your lender
• Consider covenant waivers/modifications
• Loan modification options
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Philip R. Diamond, Esq.
(415) 492-4500
phil@diamonddisputeresolution.com

COMMERCIAL LEASE DISPUTES AND MEDIATION

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Why discuss mediation in context of resolving commercial lease disputes?
• Need a new mindset
• Mediation principles can be applied to resolution of commercial lease

disputes
• Risk analysis
• “Positions vs. “Interests”

• Why use mediator?
• May be required by lease
• Can assist with understanding of risks & interests, and exchange of

information
• Quicker and cheaper solution than litigation
• May need some “cat-herding”
• Confidential process

IS THERE INSURANCE AVAILABLE FOR LOST RENTAL INCOME?

• Insurance company’s probable response (depending upon policy):
• Property damage required
• “Period of restoration” limitation on amount payable
• Exclusions may apply

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Business Interruption insurance covers lost income resulting from:
• Damage to own property (Business Interruption)
• Damage to property of customer/supplier (Contingent Business Interruption)
• Government action/evacuation orders (Order of Civil Authority)

• Can be stand-alone policy, but usually part of commercial property insurance

• Read your policy
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CAN I LEASE MY COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DURING
THE CRISIS?

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Yes, but consider:
• Timing

• Potential tenant pool
• Availability of contractors for TI’s
• Availability of movers

• Restrictions on marketing
• Can you use an agent?

• Yes, with restrictions (depending on local jurisdiction)
• Are real estate services “essential”?

• Can you show the property?
• May be prohibited or restricted by local jurisdiction
• Use “best practices” per CDC Guidelines

ACTION PLAN

COVID-19: BEST PRACTICES FOR COMMERCIAL LANDLORDS

• Put yourself in best position to negotiate and resolve (“knowledge is power”)
• Get lawyer involved early
• Consult lawyer to:

• review your lease, loan, and other relevant documents and understand
your strengths/weaknesses and limitations

• understand existing and proposed orders and laws that may impact
what you can/cannot do

• understand if your insurance may provide relief, and to make claim
• get Pre-negotiation Agreement with tenant
• help you identify all potential alternative solutions

• Consider mediation principles in reaching creative resolution
• Use best practices in marketing vacant properties
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COVID-19:
COMMERCIAL LEASING ISSUES
FROM THE TENANT’S PERSPECTIVE
Daniel E. Dersham, Esq.

(415) 324-8996

dan@lermanlaw.com
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OVERVIEW

Options for tenants unable to pay rent due to COVID-19

 Tenant legal arguments for rent deferment, abatement, termination

 Updated laws, ordinances, and orders (selected jurisdictions)
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POTENTIAL TENANT OPTIONS

Deferment/repayment, abatement/waiver, termination, etc.

 Contingencies for “dimmer switch” changes in local restrictions

 Commitment to reassess later if emergency orders not lifted

© Lerman Law Partners, LLP. All Rights Reserved.

LEASE TERMS

All Leases
 Force majeure

 Landlord maintenance

 Casualty/condemnation

 Tenant use/access rights

 Quiet enjoyment

Consequences

Retail Leases
 Operating Covenants and Go Dark

Restrictions…is tenant required to stay
open; if so, for certain hours.

 Co-tenancy…is landlord required to have
certain tenants or percentage
occupancy?

 Default  Remedies  Remaining term Rent increases
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CALIFORNIA LAWS

 California statutes and common law:

 Civ. Code §§ 1441 (impossible K = void) and §1511 (perf./delay excused when perf. is impossible and
purpose is frustrated)

 Frustration of purpose, impossibility, impracticability

 What is the purpose of the lease? Does LL warrant suitability for use? Is change of use allowed?

 Monetary vs. non-monetary obligations

 Financial hardship/more expensive ≠ impossible/impracticable

 Statewide

 Exec. Ord. N-28-20: Local governments have authority to suspend evictions when basis is nonpayment of
rent due to losses caused by C-19 pandemic

 Cal. Judicial Council emergency rules: no summons issued on UDs until 90 days after emergency period,
except where necessary to protect health/safety

 SB-939 (defeated for now)

© Lerman Law Partners, LLP. All Rights Reserved.

SAN FRANCISCO LAWS

Mayor’s supplemented proclamation applies to commercial
tenancies; currently extended to Aug. 15, 2020

 SF tenants with w/gross annual receipts of $25m or less

 Tenants are protected against eviction for missed rent payments after
March 17, 2020 if they show LL documented inability to pay due to
“financial impact related to C-19” or any govt. response to C-19

 “Financial impact” = substantial decrease in income due to illness or other
disruption, reduced opening hrs or reduced consumer demand, or temp.
closure of the business, incl. temp. closure required to comply with
restrictions
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SAN FRANCISCO LAWS (cont.)

 Protection period may be extended monthly up to 6 months with continued T

documentation

 LL can draw from security deposit if lease allows, but can’t evict for T not replenishing

 Landlord can evict after 6 months if still unpaid rent (but CJC rules still say no summons

on a UD)

 Office of Economic & Workforce Development guidelines provide for landlord hardship

exemptions in limited circumstances (e.g. default on LL’s loan, obligation to lease to new

tenant)

 Does not relieve T rent obligations or prohibit LL actions for unpaid rent

© Lerman Law Partners, LLP. All Rights Reserved.

MARIN COUNTY LAWS

 Bd. of Supervisors Resolutions 2020-27, 2020-40 (applies to all
cities, towns, and unincorporated areas in Marin)

 Commercial tenant eviction protections expired May 31 and have
not been renewed; Ts have 90 days to repay starting May 31

 Tenants who miss rent payments between Feb. 22 and May 31
could get eviction protection with notice to LL within 30 days after
of inability to pay rent
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MARIN COUNTY LAWS

 T must have provided “objectively verifiable information” that
inability to pay is “due to financial impacts [directly or indirectly]
related” to C-19 or govt. orders

 T who demonstrates C-19 financial impact has up to 90 days after
expiration of the resolution to pay past-due rent “before the tenant
shall be deemed to be in default of rent payment obligations.”
  no landlord actions for unpaid rent in meantime (cf. San Francisco)

 County has now dialed back re-opening; potential push for more
protection from businesses forced to shut down again

© Lerman Law Partners, LLP. All Rights Reserved.

WHAT WE DO FOR LANDLORDS AND TENANTS

 Prepare customized action plan to make sure you’re covering all the bases

 Lease analysis to make sure you understand your strengths/weaknesses

 Loan documents analysis to make sure you understand what you can and can’t do

 Insurance analysis to determine if you have coverage to help and the best way to
submit your claim to increase the chance of your carrier providing coverage

 Prepare Pre-Negotiation Agreement (Landlord)

 Negotiate, Mediate, Arbitrate and Litigate to protect your interests

 Prepare Compromise Lease Addendum

 Prepare Rent Deferment Agreement

 Prepare Rent Abatement Agreement

 Prepare Loan Conversion Agreement

www.realestateinvestorlaw.com
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jeff@lermanlaw.com

dan@lermanlaw.com

philipdiamond@comcast.net

THANK YOU!
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